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men, but it is only the uniform temperature of tbr samr that
can give man happiness and fulfilment, And in what snrt of
relation should we stand to past and exnuing ages, if (he. develop-
ment of human nature compelled us to swh a Harriiiee ^ W«
would become the thralls of mankind; thousands of years long
for humanity's sake we should ho doing slaw labour, and have
imprinted upon our crippled nature the .shameful brand of this
servitude only that some later generation luifjht nurse hh moral
health in blissful leisure, and unfold the ample spread of its
humanity ! But can it be that man is destined, for any aim
whatsoever, to neglect himself ? Can Nature with her ainws rob
us of that perfection which the aims of reason presentw for uh ?
It must, therefore, be false, that the, development ol individual
capacities necessitates the sacrifice of their totality ; or, even if the
law of nature still pressed towards such a goal, rw must ncwr
relinquish that totality in our nature which cunnintf art to d&~
molished, but which a still higher art may re-establish" (p, 30 )*
It is evident that Schiller in his personal life bud a
profound sense of this conflict, and that it was just this
antagonism in himself which begat a longing to seek that
coherence and uniformity which should bring deliverance
to the wasting and enslaved functions antl a restoration of
harmonious life. This is also the impelling motive in
Wagner's Parsifal, where it receives symbolical expression
in the restitution of the missing spear and the healing
of the wound, What Wagner attempted to say in artistic,
symbolical-expression Schiller laboured to formulate in
philosophical thought, Although it is nowhere frankly
stated, the implication is clear enough that his problem
revolves around the possibility of resuming th# classical
manner and conception of life; from which one is obliged
to conclude that he either overlooks the Christian solution
of his problem or deliberately ignores it* In any case
his mind is focussed more upon classic beauty than upon
the Christian doctrine of redemption, which, nevertheless,
has no other aim but the solution of that selfsame problem
in which Schiller himself travailed, viz, the dtliverann from
i The italics in tho text are mine.

